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Abstract. Social media is becoming a platform of choice for people to voice
their opinion on topics of discussion. To evaluate these opinions, it is important
to have an accurate assessment of who is saying what. Unfortunately, social media
are also the home of bots which makes the assessment difficult. Bots are computer
programs designed to mimic human behavior online in social networks. They are
used to pursue a variety of goals, including, but not limited to, spreading infor‐
mation, and influencing targets.

In this paper, we describe a machine learning framework that uses content-
based features extracted from Twitter to detect bot-like behavior on the platform.
Unlike other machine-learning approaches to bot detection, we seek to generate
explanations of why specific accounts are categorized as bots; thus allow us to
modify these criteria as bots’ behaviors evolve. We have therefore developed the
criteria mentioned in an article published in Medium [1] to detect bot-like
behavior in our dataset then evaluate the results. We then explain the different
types of bots that used as our datasets and compare the significant features for
each type of bots in a logistic regression method.
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1 Introduction

Online social network sites are becoming more popular each day. According to a report
by Dream Grow, Twitter is considered among the top 15 most popular social networking
sites. It has 330 M active users monthly, which puts it in 4th place on that list. [2]
Unfortunately, the number of bot accounts is surprisingly large. A new paper from
University of Southern California and Indiana University suggests that up to 15% of
twitter accounts are in fact bots rather than people [3].

Bots on Twitter are accounts controlled by a software, automatically producing
content, and interacting with other users. Some of these bots use Twitter as a tool to
announce news headlines, others utilize the platform for marketing, such bots are
considered useful bots. However, there is a growing record of misuse of bot accounts.
These accounts would be designed to mimic human behavior, then sold to users aiming
to boost their popularity with fake followers, [4] used to promote terrorist propaganda,
[5] or used by some organizations to influence public opinion [6].
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Twitter allows bots on the platform that adhere to their rules, automated likes are not
allowed, and automated retweets are only allowed for entertainment, informational, or
novelty purposes. [twitter-automation] These rules, and other issues have been
addressed after the DARPA challenge which was a Twitter bot detection challenge to
study malicious activities carried by bot accounts. [7] While working on this project we
noticed that published papers talk about bot detection. Meanwhile, users that try to hide
that their accounts constantly violate Twitter rules, are not always fully automated. Bots
can be turned on and off as needed. When the program is not running the account, a
human would be posting, which makes these accounts harder to detect.

In this paper, we defined our criteria that determines what a bot account acts like as
bot-like behavior. We used criteria from an article published by Nimmo [1], and some
others that we added as the study evolved. Unlike other approaches that try to predict
whether an account is a bot or not based on holdout data [3], we use a statistical approach
that aims to provide explanatory insight into why our assignment is made. The rest of
this paper is organized as followed. In Sect. 2, related work is discussed. In Sect. 3, We
propose criteria used for bot-like-behavior detection. We use the criteria to train our
model which detects accounts that satisfy any of the criteria and generates a report for
each dataset with the results. In Sect. 4, we explain the results generated by the study.

2 Related Work

Twitter has been widely used since 2006, and the open structure of twitter lead people
to question who is tweeting early on. Chu et al. [8], classified twitter users into human,
bot, and cyborg accounts using 4 components each of which checks a specific criterion,
then compute a score that enables classification. Davis et al. [9], created a service that
evaluates the extent to which a Twitter account exhibits the similarity to the known
characteristics of social bots. Their platform fetches a given account’s recent activity,
then computes and returns a bot-likelihood score. The DARPA Twitter bot challenge [7]
also addressed four different features they assigned to different teams to work on in the
bot detection challenge. The detection systems created in the challenge were all semi-
supervised and all teams used human judgement to augment automated bot identification
processes.

3 Bot-Like Behavior Detection

3.1 Data Collection

Twitter has a set of API functions [10] that supports user information collection. Our
data was collected using the Twitter API, where we crawled the most recent 200 posts
by users from a known bot list [11]. We used a dataset consisting of 4 types of manually
verified twitter bots: Fake Followers, Traditional Spam Bots, Social Spam Bots and
Content Polluters. We also pulled a list of verified legitimate users from the same source.
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3.2 Methods

We designed a study to describe a list of user behaviors for each twitter account. Using
the article by Nimmo [1], we created a program that would detect the features that
indicate bot-like behavior. After data collection, we ran the script that generated results
for each user against our criteria. Using those results, we applied a stepwise logistic
regression model based on Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) values to determine which
of the 19 features were relevant when detecting bot-like behavior. Features are explained
in Table 1.

Table 1. Features used for bot-like-behavior detection.

Feature name Explanation
digit_screen_name screen_name consists of digits only
scramble_name screen_name consists of alpha numeric scrambles
default_profile_image using default profile image
default_background_image using default background image
url_shortner using url shorteners in tweet content
low_post_high_result retweet count or like count is more than number of followers

for given account
multi_language more than 2 languages appeared in tweets crawled
tweet_frequency average daily tweet number
time_range average days between two consecutive tweets
rt_number number of retweets/total tweets crawled
#of_mentions average number of mentions in original tweets crawled for this

account
#of_hyperlinks average number of hyperlinks in original tweets crawled for

this account
#of_friends number of friends
#of_followers number of followers
status_num number of tweets
#of_favorites number of favorited tweets
most_recent_time most recent tweet timestamp
tweet_avg_word_number average number of words in each original tweet
tweet_lexical_diversity number of unique words used in all crawled original tweets

4 Analysis

We tested our script on all four bot categories data that we collected. Examining the
results, we used the cut off value |z| = 2 as a threshold to extract features which are more
relevant to the model. The |z| = 2 cut off value corresponds to two-sided hypothesis test
with a significance level of = 0.05. A big magnitude of z-score indicates that the corre‐
sponding true regression coefficient is not 0 and that the variable matters. Based on the
features we got, we described a series of bot-like behaviors.
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For all four types of bots, there were 2 features in common: “most_recent_time” with
a negative z-score and “status_num” with a positive z value which indicated if a user is
more active recently, the user is most-likely not a bot and the user with a high number
of tweets are more likely be a bot.

Based on the reports generated (Table 2), we noticed that each bot type has features
more significant to that type. Fake follower bots are “simple accounts that inflate the
number of followers of another account” [9]. Our results showed that fake follower
accounts do not tweet frequently, but they have a significant number of friends consistent
with their purpose: making other accounts popular. On the other hand, content polluters
bots are designed to generate spam while masquerading as humans [12]. According to
our analysis, content polluters have a high average number of tweets per day, and a
significant number of friends. This corresponds to the idea of spam accounts in general,
where accounts are trying to increase their outreach. In contrast, traditional spam bots
are “a group of automated accounts spamming job offers” [9], which are easily identi‐
fiable as automated. In our dataset, the average time between two posts by traditional
spam bots is short. Traditional spambots also rarely post retweeted content. Such
behavior is consistent with accounts that are designed to posting job advertisements.
Finally, social spam bots are “spammers of products on sale at Amazon.com” or “spam‐
mers of paid apps for mobile devices” [9]. The report shows that these accounts post
several of hyperlinks, and do not engage in conversations (twitter mentions). Social
spam bot behavior that we found here is consistent with their content suggested by the
source.

Table 2. Features relevant to bo types.

Feature name Fake followers Content polluters Traditional spam Social spam
z P > |z| z P > |z| z P > |z| z P > |z|

status_num 4.64 0 13.555 0 3.367 0.001 2.71 0.007
tweet_frequency 4.541 0 13.598 0 −4.378 0 −4.986 0
#of_friends 3.409 0.001 5.242 0 4.239 0 – –
avg_word_number −2.239 0.025 – – – – – –
multi_language −2.732 0.006 – – – – – –
most_recent_time −3.177 0.001 −5.005 0 −5.316 0 −8.441 0
scramble_name – – −2.994 0.003 4.03 0 −3.55 0
rt_number – – −4.51 0 −3.74 0 – –
#of_favorites – – 3.648 0 – – – –
url_shortner – – – – −2.379 0.017 – –
avg_time_btw_status – – – – −3.263 0.001 – –
#of_hyperlinks – – – – −4.098 0 2.93 0.003
#of_followers – – – – – – 4.383 0
default_background_
image

– – – – – – −2.147 0.032

low_post_high_result – – – – – – −2.579 0.01
#of_mentions – – – – – – −2.797 0.005
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5 Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that bot-like behavior differs significantly with bot design.
Specifically, one may be able to infer the functional purpose for which the bot was
created by exploring the specific features along which that particular bot type differs
from human users. Future work in the area of bot detection could benefit from combining
explanatory approaches grounded in traditional statistical analyses, in addition to the
machine-learning approaches that are already in widespread usage.
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